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ABSTRACT: Some of the magnesium ions in the ribosome are coordinated by multiple rRNA
phosphate groups. These magnesium ions link distal sequences of rRNA, primarily by
incorporating phosphate groups into the first coordination shell. Less frequently, magnesium
interacts with ribosomal proteins. Ribosomal protein L2 appears to be unique by forming specific
magnesium-mediated interactions with rRNA. Using optimized models derived from X-ray
structures, we subjected rRNA/magnesium/water/rProtein L2 assemblies to quantum
mechanical analysis using the density functional theory and natural energy decomposition
analysis. The combined results provide estimates of energies of formation of these assemblies, and allow us to decompose the
energies of interaction. The results indicated that RNA immobilizes magnesium by multidentate chelation with phosphate, and
that the magnesium ions in turn localize and polarize water molecules, increasing energies and specificities of interaction of these
water molecules with L2 protein. Thus, magnesium plays subtle, yet important, roles in ribosomal assembly beyond
neutralization of electrostatic repulsion and direct coordination of RNA functional groups.

! INTRODUCTION
The ribosome, responsible for the synthesis of coded proteins,
is an RNA-protein machine found in all living organisms.
Three-dimensional structures of ribosomes from many species
have been determined,1!6 providing a treasure trove of
structural information on RNA folding and interactions,
including information on the roles of ribosomal RNA
(rRNA), inorganic ions, and ribosomal proteins (rProteins).
The ribosome is a ribozymerProteins are not directly

involved in catalysis.5,7 However, rProteins play critical roles in
many aspects of ribosomal assembly and function.8,9 Globular
domains of rProteins are confined to the surfaces of the
subunits, while polypeptide extensions of idiosyncratic
conformation penetrate into the subunit cores. Many of the
interactions between rRNA and the rProtein extensions are
simply Coulombic: rProtein extensions contain cationic side
chains that interact electrostatically with anionic phosphate
groups of the rRNA.
We are interested in interactions between rProteins and

inorganic cations that associate with the rRNA. Compaction of
RNA, as during assembly of the ribosome, requires inorganic
cations. Magnesium was seen early on to be important in tRNA
folding.10!12 It is now known that magnesium plays a special
role in folding of essentially all large RNAs.13!16 Highly
coordinated magnesium ions are seen here to mediate
interactions between rRNA and rProteins. An elaborate
network of rRNA, magnesium ions, water molecules, and
rProtein L2 form part of the scaffold for the peptidyl transferase
center (PTC) (Figure 1A). We demonstrate that the specific
properties of magnesium17!20 are critical to the stability of
these networks. We subjected structural components of the
network to quantum mechanical analysis using the density
functional theory, and determined how magnesium-mediates

interactions between the rRNA and rProtein. The results show
that magnesium ions chelated by rRNA activate water
molecules for molecular recognition of rProteins. Magnesium-
activated water molecules are integral to the folded ribosome.

! METHODS
rProtein L2 Sequence Retrieval and Alignment.

rProtein L2 sequences from 121 species with fully sequenced
genomes were selected21!23 and aligned. All eukaryotic
kingdoms are represented in this sequence data set. Of the
30 recognized phyla of bacteria,24 14 are included in the data
set. Of the 5 recognized phyla of archaea, 3 are included.
Within the selected archaean phyla, every class is represented.
Sequences were retrieved from the NCBI database using
BLASTP,25 and were aligned with COBALT,26 a constraint-
based alignment tool for multiple protein sequences. The
alignments were visually inspected. Domain of life-specific
sequence blocks that could not be aligned between domains
were removed.

D2-AMN Crystal Structures. Coordinates of the D2-AMN
complex (Figure 1B) were extracted from the crystal structure
of the Thermus thermophilus (T. thermophilus) ribosome (PDB
ID: 2J00, chain Z, and ID: 2J01, chains A and D). The D2-
AMN complex consists of amino acid residues Ala 225, Met
226, and Asn 227 from rProtein L2, and magnesium
microcluster D2, which composed of two magnesium ions,
Mg 66 and Mg 70, first shell water molecules, and two short
fragments of 23S rRNA that interact with the magnesium ions
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(ADE 783, GUA 784, and GUA 2588, ADE 2589) as shown in
Figure 1B. Structural elements used to computationally build
up the D2-AMN complex are shown in Figure 2A!E. The
intact D2-AMN complex is shown in Figure 3A.
D2-AMN Models. Hydrogen atoms, first shell water

molecules of the magnesium ions as well as the !OH group
added in the C terminus of the AMN peptide were optimized,
while the heavy atoms were fixed in the positions of the crystal
structures (Figure 3A). The optimization used the b3lyp/6-31+

+G(d,p) level of theory in the Gaussian 03 suite of programs.27

Positions of water molecules were initially modeled using the
water positions of the LSU of Haloarcula marismortui (PDB ID:
1JJ2). Although the D2-AMN complexes are virtually
indistinguishable in the two structures,28 the H. marismortui
ribosome is of higher resolution and contains more detail in the
hydration layer than the T. thermophilus ribosome. The
(H2O)4-AMN complex (Figure 3B) was extracted from D2-
AMN without further geometry optimization. The interaction
energies for all complexes were calculated as a difference
between the single point energies of a complex and its
monomers in the gas phase at the b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p) level

Figure 1. (A) The LSU from Thermus thermophilus, viewing directly
into the PTC. rProtein L2 (red ribbon) is composed of a globular
domain on the surface of the LSU and an extension that penetrates
deep into the interior. The 23S rRNA is indicated by a green ribbon.
The two magnesium ions of Mg-μc D2, that associate with rProtein
L2, are indicated by yellow spheres. Other ribosomal proteins of the
LSU are shown in gray ribbon. The rRNA that lines the peptide exit
tunnel is highlighted in black. (B) An atomic level view of the
interactions of the 23S rRNA, the AMN fragment of rProtein L2 and
the two magnesium ions (yellow spheres) of Mg-μc D2 . Hydrogen
bonds and first shell interactions of the magnesium ions with water or
phosphate are shown as dashed lines. The bridging phosphate, that
interacts with two magnesium ions is highlighted in blue. Ribosomal
RNA is colored green (carbon), red (oxygen) and blue (nitrogen).
The AMN fragment of rProtein L2 is colored white (carbon), red
(oxygen), blue (nitrogen), and yellow (sulfur). Oxygens in the first
coordination shell of magnesium are indicated by small spheres, whose
radii have no physical significance. The coordinates of this complex
were extracted from a crystal structure of the LSU (PDB ID: 2J01).

Figure 2. Building up the D2-AMN complex. (A) The amino acid Ala
225 interacts with water molecule W3. The water molecule is linked to
the amino acid by one hydrogen bond. (B) Complex of the amino acid
Asn 227 with water molecule W1, linked by one hydrogen bond. (C)
Complex of the amino acid Ala 225 with water molecule W3, with one
hydrogen bond. W3 is polarized by insertion into the first shell of a
magnesium ion. (D) Complex of the amino acid Asn 227 with water
molecule W1, with one hydrogen bond. W2 is polarized by insertion
into the first shell of a magnesium ion. (E) A hydrogen bonded
complex of the amino acid Ala 225 with magnesium first shell water
molecule W3. The magnesium ion is chelated by two phosphate
oxygens from the rRNA. (F) Complex of the amino acid Asn 227 with
magnesium first shell water molecule W1. The magnesium is chelated
by two phosphate oxygens. Atoms are colored as in Figure 1B.
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of theory, and are reported with the 50% correction29,30 for the
Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) using the counterpoise
procedure of Boys and Bernardi.31 The D2-AMN complex is
buried within the LSU, and not exposed to the bulk water. This
complex is located in an area with relatively low dielectric
coefficient. Therefore, all calculations reported here are
performed in gas phase, and neglect the polarization effects
of the bulk solvent.
Stepwise building up of D2-AMN. Complexes X!Y

(with X = subset of the atoms of Mg-μc D2, and Y = peptide
AMN, or amino acids Ala or Asn) were constructed. The parent
structure, with X = D2 and Y = AMN is the optimized D2-
AMN complex (Figure 3A). Other X!Y complexes contain
omissions of appropriate atoms and are capped with hydrogen
atoms and !OH groups where necessary to maintain correct
valence. Dimethyl phosphates (DMP

!) were used to model
RNA phosphate groups. We describe what amounts to a
construction process, a series of partial complexes that are
converted in a stepwise fashion to the parental complex D2-
AMN. This approach is akin to the Auf Bau process, but on a
molecular scale. The series of complexes of increasing size and
complexity can be seen in Figure 2.
The smallest complexes, denoted H2O-Y [Figure 2A (Y =

Ala) and 2B (Y = Asn)], were created by extracting an amino
acid (Ala or Asn) and a water molecule hydrogen bonded to
the amino acid from the previously optimized D2-AMN
complex. To generate the isolated amino acids, peptide bonds
were cleaved and the amino acid residues were capped
appropriately with !OH or !H groups. The H2O-Y complexes
were not further optimized. The interaction energies for this
and all other complexes were calculated at the b3lyp/6-311+
+G(d,p) level of theory as a difference between energies for the

X!Y complexes and the separated components with 50% of
BSSE. Relaxation energies of monomers were neglected.
A second pair of complexes, denoted Mg(H2O)6

2+-Y [Figure
2C (Y = Ala) and 2D (Y = Asn)] were created by extracting
Mg(H2O)4

2+-Y from the parental D2-AMN complex, and
replacing the two omitted first shell phosphates with first shell
water molecules. These water molecules were optimized at the
b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory, while other atoms were
fixed.
A third set of complexes, denoted [(DMP

!)2-Mg(H2O)4
2+]-Y

[Figure 2E (Y = Ala) and 2F (Y = Asn)] was created by
extracting the atoms of the appropriate amino acid, magnesium
ion, four water molecules, and two phosphate groups from D2-
AMN. The phosphate groups were capped with 3! and 5!
methyl groups. Newly added atoms were subjected to
optimization at the b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory,
while the portions extracted from the D2-AMN complexes
were kept fixed.

NBO and NEDA Analyses. Partitioning of the total (TOT)
interaction energy (IE) into electrostatic (EL), polarization
(POL), charge transfer (CT), steric exchange (EX), and
deformational (DEF) energy components was performed
according to the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) and Natural
Energy Decomposition Analyses (NEDA) scheme imple-
mented in the GAMESS package32 using NBO 5.9
routine.33!35 Some advantages of the NEDA scheme are that
it provides a direct measure of the degree of polarization of
charge distributions, satisfies the Pauli exclusion principle, and
has been successfully applied to study interactions between
cations of alkaline-earth metals and water molecules.36 The
NBO charge calculations and the energy decomposition were
performed for all complexes using the following levels: b3lyp/6-
31+G(d,p) for the D2-AMN complexes; b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p)

Figure 3. RNA!magnesium!water!protein assemblies investigated here by calculation. (A) The D2-AMN complex (Mg-μc D2 + AMN) is
composed of rRNA, two magnesium ions, seven water molecules and the AMN fragment of rProtein L2. Magnesium ions and their first shell water
molecules mediate interactions between the rRNA and the AMN fragment of rProtein L2. Water molecules are oriented and polarized by the
magnesium ions, interacting strongly with AMN. In this model system, the phosphodiester backbone of the rRNA is terminated by O-methyl groups.
Bases are replaced by hydrogen atoms. (B) Interactions of four nonpolarized water molecules with ribosomal protein L2. The (H2O)4-AMN
complex characterized here is formed by omitting the magnesium ions and the rRNA from D2-AMN. Water molecules W1!W4 were extracted from
the first hydration shells of magnesium ions. The atoms are colored as in Figure 1B.
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for the (H2O)4-AMN, [(DMP
!)2-Mg(H2O)4

2+]-Y, Mg(H2O)6
2+-

Y, and H2O-Y complexes.

! RESULTS
The highest resolution X-ray structures of ribosomes indicate
over a hundred magnesium ions are closely associated with the
large ribosomal subunit (LSU).3,37 Among these magnesium
ions are a subset within a motif called the magnesium
microcluster (Mg-μc).28,38,39 Four Mg-μc’s (called Mg-μc D1,
Mg-μc D2, Mg-μc D3, and Mg-μc D4) are conserved in
position and interactions in archaeal and bacterial LSUs, and
appear to be conserved throughout the tree of life.28,40

A Mg-μc contains two closely associated Mg2+ ions that are
directly coordinated by one or more common phosphate
group(s) in the form Mg2+(a)!(OP!P!OP)!Mg2+(b) where
OP!P!OP indicates a part of the phosphate group that bridges
between the two magnesium ions. The bridging phosphate of
Mg-μc D2 is highlighted in Figure 1B. Both magnesium ions of
a Mg-μc contain additional phosphate groups in their first
shells. Mg-μc’s appear to provide structural integrity to the LSU
and help maintain the compact native structure of the assembly.
rRNA, Mg2+, water, and rProtein L2. Here, we focus on

Mg-μc D2, one of three magnesium microclusters located in
close proximity to the PTC. Mg-μc D2 consists of Mg 66 and
Mg 70 (in T. thermophilus, PDB ID: 2J01), which form the
nucleus of an intricate interaction network. The first
coordination shells of these magnesium ions contain in total
five phosphate oxygens from the rRNA [ADE 783 and GUA
784 (Domain II) and GUA 2588 and ADE 2589 (Domain V)]
and seven water molecules. Four of these water molecules
interact directly with rProtein L2. The complete assembly, D2-
AMN, consists of Mg-μc D2 and three amino acids (AMN) of
rProtein L2 (Figure 1B). Inspection of LSU three-dimensional
structures reveals that in comparison with other rProteins, L2
makes the most extensive interactions with Mg2+ ions. The
positions of the backbone atoms of this segment of rProtein L2
appear to be highly conserved throughout the tree of life.28

rProtein L2 Sequence Conservation. The amino acids of
rProtein L2 that interact with Mg-μc D2 show modest
sequence variability in various organisms. Sequence alignment
of L2 from 121 species, distributed over all three domains of
life, suggests that sequences of this tripeptide fall into nine
possible amino acid triads (shown in Table 1). The most
frequent triad is AMN (as seen in L2 of T. thermophilus), which
is observed in 78/121 organisms surveyed (65%). The most

frequent amino acid at position 1 is Ala (Ala 225, 72%); the
most frequent amino acid at position 2 is Met (Met 226, 95%);
and the most frequent amino acid at position 3 is Asn (Asn 227,
97%). The sequence Ala or Val (225) at position 1, Met (226)
at position 2, and Asn (227) at position 3 highly dominate
available sequences. The residue numbers listed here and
throughout the text are based on the rProtein L2 of T.
thermophilus, because the length of L2 varies between species.

Energetics of Deconstructed Complexes. We have
previously used quantum methods to characterize rRNA!
magnesium and DNA!water!magnesium complexes.39,41

Extending that approach here, we dissect the complexes, first
breaking them down to single amino acids bound to single
water molecules, then building up to the complete network.
The complexes characterized here are shown in Figure 2. We
analyze the stability of each complex, revealing the effects of
magnesium ions and the phosphate groups on the hydrogen
bonds between the amino acid residues and water molecules.
The interaction energies of the H2O-Y complexes (Figure 2A

and 2B), each of which contains one O!H···O hydrogen bond,
are !5.2 kcal/mol for Ala, and !5.2 kcal/mol for Asn. The
BSSE corrected interaction energies for all these complexes are
listed in Table 2. These values are in reasonable agreement with
conventional estimates of O!H···O hydrogen bond energies.42

NEDA decomposition for this set of complexes is provided in
Table 3.

The interaction energy of a water molecule with an amino
acid is significantly enhanced if the water molecule is inserted
into the first shell of a magnesium ion (Figure 2C,D and Table
2). NEDA analysis (Table 3) indicates that the stability of the
Mg(H2O)6

2+-Y complexes is increased by electrostatic, polar-

Table 1. Composition of rProtein L2 Amino Acid Sequences
That Interact with Mg2+ Ions in Mg-μc’s in the Large
Ribosomal Subunit Based on the Sequences of 121
Organisms

L2-fragment count fraction

AMN 78 0.644
VMN 28 0.231
AMS 4 0.033
AKN 3 0.024
ARN 2 0.016
KMN 2 0.016
SMN 2 0.016
CMN 1 0.008
KKN 1 0.008
Sum 121 1.000

Table 2. 50% BSSE Corrected Interaction Energies for H2O-
Ya, Mg(H2O)6

2+-Ya and [(DMP
!)2-Mg(H2O)4

2+]-Ya

Complexes (kcal/mol)

Y H2O-Y
b Mg(H2O)6

2+-Yb [(DMP
!)2-Mg(H2O)4

2+]-Yb

Ala !5.2 !21.8 !13.4
Asn !4.5 !20.7 !15.2

aY indicates an amino acid, either Ala or Asn. bEnergies are obtained
at the b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p)//b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Table 3. Natural Energy Decomposition Analysis for H2O-
Ya, Mg(H2O)6

2+-Ya and [(DMP
!)2-Mg(H2O)4

2+]-Ya

Complexes (kcal/mol)

complexb ELc POLc CTc EXc DEFc TOTc

H2O-Ala !11.1 !6.4 !15.9 !4.2 32.8 !4.9
H2O-Asn !14.0 !6.7 !21.5 !5.1 43.2 !4.1
Mg(H2O)6

2+-Ala !17.9 !15.3 !22.4 !3.6 37.6 !21.5
Mg(H2O)6

2+-Asn !18.9 !15.6 !28.9 !4.5 47.6 !20.3
[(DMP

!)2-
Mg(H2O)4

2+]-
Ala

!16.4 !8.1 !18.5 !3.8 33.9 !12.9

[(DMP
!)2-

Mg(H2O)4
2+]-

Asn

!20.4 !10.3 !30.3 !5.7 52.4 !14.3

aY ndicates an amino acid, either Ala or Asn. bEnergies and NEDA
components are obtained at the b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p)//b3lyp/6-
311++G(d,p) level of theory. cElectrostatic (EL), polarization (POL),
charge-transfer (CT), exchange (EX), deformational (DEF) compo-
nents, and the total interaction energy (TOT) are calculated in the
framework of the NEDA scheme.
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ization, and charge transfer effects. The interaction energies are
!21.8 kcal/mol for Mg(H2O)6

2+-Ala, and !20.7 kcal/mol for
Mg(H2O)6

2+-Asn.
To establish the effects of phosphate groups within the

magnesium first shell on the hydrogen bonding interaction
energies, we calculated the interaction energies for the
complexes [(DMP

!)2-Mg(H2O)4
2+]-Y as shown in Figures 2E

and 3F and Table 2. The stability of the [(DMP
!)2-

Mg(H2O)4
2+]-A is !13.4 kcal/mol, and that of the [(DMP

!)2-
Mg(H2O)4

2+]-N complex is !15.2 kcal/mol. A comparison of
the energies of these complexes with those for Mg(H2O)6

2+-X
reveals a drop in interaction energy when the phosphate groups
are inserted into the magnesium first shell. The electrostatic,
polarization, and charge transfer components of the interaction
energies (Table 3) are all attenuated by the phosphate groups.
Thus, RNA phosphate groups decrease the polarization effect
by magnesium ions, and destabilize the complexes between
these amino acids and water molecules. Nevertheless, the
strength of the interactions remain significantly greater than
those for H2O-Y. The enhancement of the water!protein
interaction by magnesium ions is not fully abrogated by the
phosphate groups.
A magnesium ion, even with two phosphate oxygens in its

first shell, transfers charge from first shell water molecules.
Consequently, these first shell water molecules form relatively
strong hydrogen bonds, pulling charge from the atoms of
amino acids to which they form hydrogen bonds (see the
detailed discussion on the charge transfer below). Thus, charge
is transferred from the amino acids via water molecules to
magnesium ions by a relay mechanism, which enhances the
stability of the [(DMP

!)2-Mg(H2O)4
2+]-Y complexes. Overall,

our results reveal that the magnesium ions coordinated by
rRNA play an important role not only in connecting remote
regions of RNA molecule but also in stabilizing RNA-protein
interactions.
Stability of D2-AMN and (H2O)4-AMN Complexes. We

have characterized the full D2-AMN complex (rRNA!
magnesium-water!protein), which consists of Mg-μc D2 in
association with the AMN segment of rProtein L2. The initial
coordinates of D2-AMN, along with appropriate neighboring
nucleotides, were extracted from the crystal structure of the T.
thermophilus ribosome, and optimized. The optimized structure,
including hydrogen atoms, is shown in Figure 3A. The
interaction energies for D2-AMN calculated at the b3lyp/6-
311++G(d,p)//b3lyp/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory is !42.9
kcal/mol (Table 4).
The first amino acid of AMN, Ala 225, forms three hydrogen

bonds with Mg-μc D2 via the carbonyl oxygen of the peptide
backbone (Figure 3A). Two of those hydrogen bonds are with
water molecules (W3 and W4) and one is with a 2!-hydroxyl
oxygen of the rRNA. The side chain of Asn 227, the third
amino acid of AMN, forms two hydrogen bonds with first shell

water molecules (W1 and W2) of a magnesium ion of Mg-μc
D2 and one hydrogen bond with a phosphate oxygen of the
rRNA.
To confirm the importance of the magnesium ions in the

stability of the D2-AMN complex, we omitted the rRNA and
the magnesium ions from the complexes, and recalculated the
interaction energies between the peptide triads and the
remaining four water molecules. After this omission, the
magnesium ions no longer polarize the water molecules. The
interaction energies for the (H2O)4-AMN complex (Figure 3B)
are !9.9 kcal/mol (Table 4), which are significantly lower than
the energies of those interactions in the intact D2-AMN
complex. This result is consistent with our analysis above, and
confirms that magnesium ions activate water molecules located
in their first shell and enhance the stability of the D2-AMN
complex by up to 4-fold compared to the (H2O)4-AMN
complex, even though they do not interact directly with the
protein.

Energy Decomposition of D2-AMN and (H2O)4-AMN
Complexes. Overall, the water-rProtein interaction energies of
the three complexes are roughly predicted by the number of
hydrogen bonds between rProtein L2 and Mg-μc D2. However,
the magnitudes of the D2-AMN interaction energies are greater
than expected by summing the conventional estimates for four
O!H···O hydrogen bonds ["3.0!5.0 kcal/mol each43]. Results
from Natural Energy Decomposition Analysis of D2-AMN
(Table 5), indicate that the stability of the complex appears to

arise from favorable electrostatic, charge transfer and polar-
ization components, opposed by unfavorable deformational
energy (all terms of the interaction energy discussed here are
defined within the framework of NEDA scheme; the meaning
of the terms can be found elsewhere33!35).

Polarization. The rRNA and magnesium ions enhance the
stability of the D2-AMN complex without directly interacting
with the rProtein. This effect is seen by analysis of an analogous
complex that omits the rRNA and the magnesium ions, in the
form of (H2O)4-AMN (Figure 3B). This omission causes the
water molecules to depolarize, attenuating the interaction
energy. As shown by the results of the NEDA analysis (Table
5) the polarization component in the D2-AMN complex
(!39.1 kcal/mol) is substantially larger than that in the
(H2O)4-AMN complex (!19.3 kcal/mol). Thus, the polar-
ization of water molecules by the magnesium ions plays a
significant role in the stability of the rRNA!magnesium!
water!protein complexes. Our result here is consistent with
previous observations that the pKa of water molecules decrease
upon incorporation into the magnesium first shell.19

Charge Transfer. Charge transfer makes important con-
tributions to stability to the D2-AMN complex (NEDA analysis
is summarized in Table 5). The total charge on AMN in the

Table 4. Interaction Energies (IE) and 50% BSSE Corrected
Interaction Energies for D2-AMN and (H2O)4-AMN
Complexes (kcal/mol)

complexa IE IE (BSSE)

D2-AMN !37.5 !42.9
(H2O)4-AMN !8.6 !9.9

aEnergies are obtained at the b3lyp/6-311++G(d,p)//b3lyp/6-31+
+G(d,p) level of theory.

Table 5. Natural Energy Decomposition Analysis for D2-
AMN and AMN-(H2O)4 Complexes (kcal/mol)

complexa ELb POLb CTb EXb DEFb TOTb

D2-AMN !55.4 !39.1 !94.2 !15.5 165.6 !38.6
(H2O)4-AMN !34.6 !19.3 !72.2 !12.9 130.6 !8.4

aTotal NEDA energies and NEDA components are obtained at the
b3lyp/6-31+G(d,p)//b3lyp/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory. bElectro-
static (EL), polarization (POL), charge-transfer (CT), exchange (EX),
deformational (DEF) components and the total interaction energy
(TOT) are calculated in the framework of the NEDA scheme.
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D2-AMN complex (0.1088 e) drops when the RNA and
magnesium ions are removed (0.06573 e, Table 6). Mg2+ ions
and their first shell water molecules mediate charge transfer
from the protein by 0.04307 e (65%) compared to in the
(H2O)4-AMN complex. The charges of water molecules W1
(!0.0164 e) and W3 (!0.0065 e) in the D2-AMN complex are
significantly smaller than those in the (H2O)4-AMN complex
(W1, !0.0299 e; W3, !0.02524 e; Table 6). Thus, these water
molecules act simultaneously as electron donors and acceptors,
with a net reduction of their net charges. Such behavior,
according to the Weinhold theory,44 indicates cooperative
charge transfer, and suggests that the charge transfer occurs by
a relay mechanism from the proteins via bridging waters to the
magnesium ions.
Cooperative charge transfer is not indicated for W2 or W4.

The difference between W1 and W3 versus W2 and W4 is
partially explained by their geometries. W1 and W3 are
properly oriented for formation of strong H-bonds with AMN.
The distance between the OD atom of Asn 227 and the H atom
of W1 is 1.710 Å and that between the O atom of Ala 225 and
the H atom of W3 is 1.748 Å. The H-bond between the H atom
of W2 and the OD atom of Asn 227 is somewhat longer,
leading to a reduction of charge transfer. Additionally, W2 also
serves as an H-bond acceptor, forming an H-bond with W5
(Figure 3A). This additional hydrogen bond results in more
complicated path of the charge transfer for W2 and loss in the
cooperative effect. W4 is located much further from the AMN
peptide (the distance between the O atom of Ala 225 and the
H atom of W4 is 3.284 Å) and does not play a significant role
in the stabilization of the D2-AMN complex.
This explanation of the charge transfer mechanism in terms

of geometrical considerations is supported by the quantitative
characterization of the energies associated with the charge
transfer. Table 6 contains the largest values of the energy
lowering due to the charge transfer (En!σ*) from two lone pairs
of each of the oxygen atoms of the AMN (the O atom of Ala
225 and the OD atom of Asn 227) to the vacant σ* orbitals of
the water molecules as revealed by NEDA. The largest values of
these energies are found to be 19.2 kcal/mol for W1 and 17.2
kcal/mol for W3. Similar values in the (H2O)4-AMN complexes
are only 16.9 and 15.4 kcal/mol. The energy lowering for W2 is
lower compared to those for W1 and W3, and is 10.3 kcal/mol
for D2-AMN complex and 8.7 for (H2O)4-AMN complex.
Thus, the cooperative charge transfer between the proteins and
magnesium ions mediated by water molecules plays a
significant role in enhancing stability of the D2-AMN complex.

! DISCUSSION
The ribosome can be viewed as a molecular fossil, with
structural and functional characteristics dating back to ancient
life.40,45!48 RNA, proteins, ions, and water molecules within the
ribosome combine to form intricate networks that have been
interpreted as time-stamps of evolution. Fox,45 Steinberg,46

Yonath,49,50 Hsiao,40 Noller,51 and others agree that the part of
Domain V containing the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) is
the oldest component of the LSU, with later incorporation of
elements allowing for interaction with the small subunit (SSU).
Yonath and co-workers have proposed that the contemporary
peptidyl transferase center is a relic of an early proto-
ribosome.50 Hsiao et al. have described an “onion” method of
ribosomal analysis, in which the LSU is sectioned into
concentric shells, using the peptidyl transferase center as the
origin.40 This approach allows quantitative and statistical
analysis of various structural characteristics, with the
assumption that, on average, regions more distant from the
PTC correspond to more recent additions to the ribosome.
It is known that magnesium plays a special role in RNA

folding in general.13,14,37,38 Magnesium shares a special
geometric and electrostatic complementarity with oxygen
atoms, forming a rigid and tightly packed octahedral.52,53

Magnesium draws oxyanions of adjacent phosphates into direct
proximity in complexes stabilized not only by electrostatic
interactions but also by charge transfer, polarization, and
exchange.39 Magnesium is therefore involved in distinctive
conformational and energetic states of RNA.28,39 Magnesium
ions link remote regions of the rRNA, by incorporating remote
phosphate groups into the magnesium first coordination
shell.28,37

In the core of the ribosome, the 23S rRNA forms many first
shell interactions with magnesium ions,37 in some cases fixing
their positions by chelation. A subset of chelated magnesium
ions appears to be universally conserved over phylogeny.28 First
shell water molecules that coordinate these highly conserved
magnesium ions interact with the extension of rProtein L2,
which is one of the most highly conserved ribosomal proteins54

and one of the ‘early’ rProteins in the Neirhaus assembly map.55

The magnesium microcluster Mg-μc D2 contains two
magnesium ions that are bridged by a RNA phosphate28 and
coordinated by both rRNA phosphate groups and water
molecules. Mg-μc D2 is associated with three amino acids of
rProtein L2 in the D2-AMN complex. Magnesium links rRNA
to protein by orienting and polarizing water molecules within
the magnesium first coordination shell. These magnesium first
shell waters interact strongly with protein. Other available
biological cations such as sodium, cationic amino acids or
polyamines, do not polarize and orient water molecules to the

Table 6. NBO Charges (e), H-Bond Distances (Å), and the Values of the Energy Lowering Due to Charge Transfer ΔE(n!σ*)
(kcal/mol) for D2-AMN and (H2O)4-AMN Complexes

unit charge (e) in D2-AMN charge (e) in (H2O)4-AMN H-bond atoms distance (Å) ΔE(n!σ*) D2-AMN ΔE(n!σ*) (H2O)4-AMN

D2*a !0.1472
AMN 0.10885 0.06573
W1 !0.01643 !0.02996 OD(N227)···O!H (W1) 1.710 19.2 16.9
W2 0.03364 !0.01233 OD(N227)···O!H (W2) 1.835 10.3 8.7
W3 !0.00651 !0.02524 O(A225)···O!H (W3) 1.748 17.2 15.4
W4 0.02765 0.00179 O(A225)···O!H (W4) 3.284
total WAT 0.03835 !0.6573 46.7 41.0

aThe D2* complex is a subset of the Mg-μc D2 complex as shown in Figure 3A, without four water molecules W1!W4, which are treated separately
in this analysis.
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same extent and therefore could not substitute for magnesium
in functional ribosomes. Located in close proximity to the PTC
of the LSU and linking secondary Domains II and V of the 23S
rRNA, the D2-AMN complex is appears to be important in
ribosomal architecture, but not catalysis. No atoms of D2-AMN
are sufficiently close to the site of peptide bond formation for
participation in catalysis.
Three consecutive amino acids of rProtein L2 form hydrogen

bonds with water molecules of the first hydration shells of two
adjacent magnesium ions. The backbone atoms of Ala 225 and
Met 226 and the side chain atoms of Asn 227 of rProtein L2
form hydrogen bonds with these activated water molecules. As
indicated in part by close similarities between ribosomal
structures from the primary branches of the tree of life, this part
of ribosome appears to have remained nearly invariant over vast
evolutionary time.28,40 Conservation of Mg-μc D2 between
archaea and bacteria includes rRNA and magnesium positions
and interactions, and extends to the positions and orientations
of the magnesium first-shell water molecules. Additionally, the
high degree of conservation of Ala 225, Met 226, and Asn 227
in rProtein L2 is observed across the phylogenic tree.
Therefore, the D2-AMN complex appears to be a critical
component of one of the oldest assemblies in the biological
world.

! CONCLUSIONS
In the current work, we discussed the factors affecting the
stability of the highly conserved rRNA/magnesium/water/
rProtein L2 complex located in the central region of the
ribosomal LSU. We examined the natural sequence variation of
the fragment of rProtein L2 that interacts with Mg-μc D2. We
subjected structures of the consensus sequence (AMN) to
quantum mechanical analysis using the density functional
theory to characterize interactions and conformations within
the ribosome. Our deconstruction and computational results
show that the magnesium ions in Mg-μc D2 enhance the
interactions of water molecules with L2 protein.
By performing a detailed analysis of the interaction

components in the D2-AMN complex and its derivatives, we
have identified previously unrecognized non-Coulombic charge
transfer and polarization components important to the stability
of rRNA/magnesium/water/protein complexes. The water
molecules that link rProtein L2 to Mg ions in the Mg-μc D2
cluster are polarized due to their close proximity to magnesium
ions. These water molecules also mediate charge transfer from
rProtein L2 to magnesium ions by a charge relay mechanism.
Both of these factors substantially enhance the stability of
rRNA/magnesium/water/rProtein L2 assemblies. The ener-
getics of specifically bound magnesium ions and RNA are not
treated accurately by Molecular Dynamics (MD), nonlinear
Poisson!Boltzmann or other continuum theories,39,56!60 in
part due to “nonelectrostatic” components of the interactions.
Quantum mechanics methods are required for an accurate
description of these interactions.
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